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~The Quick and Dirty Translation FAQ for~ 
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*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~* 
| CREATING AN AUTO SAVE FILE      | 
*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~* 
If this is your first time playing, Tomoyo will ask this on startup: 
Please choose the memory card you would like to auto-save with. 
So do it!  ;) 

*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~* 
| MENU TRANSLATIONS               | 
*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~* 
From there it's on to the menu.  For the 'options' section I tried to put the 
defaults first, so if you want something else then change the selection the 
appropriate number of times that it takes to get to what you want. 

START
-Game Mode
---From the Beginning 
---Stage 1
---Stage 2
---Stage 3
---Special Stage 
---Continue 
---Main Menu 



-Free Mode
---Stage 1
---Stage 2
---Stage 3
---Special Stage 
---Main Menu 

OPTIONS 
-Make a sound when saving (on, off) 
-Difficulty (easy, normal, hard) 
-Sound (stereo, monaural) 
-Help Menu (yes, no) 
-Event Guide (yes, no) 
-Photo Guide (no, yes) 
-Tomoyo Guide (yes, no) 
-Button Settings 
---Take a photo (A button) 
---Zoom (B button) 
---Camera Rotation (normal, inverse) 
---Left/Right Rotation Buttons (normal, inverse) 
---Top/Bottom Rotation Buttons (normal, inverse) 
---Previous Menu 
-Default Settings 
-Previous Menu 

HOMEPAGE 

TOMOYO'S ROOM 
-Home Theater 
-Video Exchange 
-Game Movies 
-Music 
-Minigame Saves 
-Stage Intros 
-Secret (changes to name of the secret game once it's unlocked) 
-Previous Menu 

*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~* 
| THE "VTR" SCREEN                | 
*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~* 
Wondering what to do after finishing a scene and screen with "VTR" in the 
middle comes up?  Well here ya go!  Before we go any further, the "video files" 
in question are replays of the stage you just went through, with the camera 
following all the actions you did.  You can play these files in the Home Theater 
of Tomoyo's Room.  Anyway, the questions that come up are... 

Would you like to save a video file for this stage?  Yes - No 
 -If you chose yes... pick a memory card 
 -Would you like to save to the card in port ~ of controller ~?  Yes - No 
 -If you chose yes... (see Naming Video Files) 

*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~* 
| NAMING VIDEO FILES            | 
*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~* 
Pretty much name it what you want.  The d-pad highlights, A button 
confirms, and B button erases letters.  There are three 'bigger' selections 
(they cover 3 letters instead of 1) on the bottom to note.  On the left is 
"modoru," which acts the same as the B button and erases letters.  In the 
middle there's "yameru" if you change your mind about auto saving and no 
longer wish to.  (Note: if you click this, Toyomo will ask if you really want 



to go back, so once more the choices are yes on the left and no on the right.) 
Then, on the right is "owari," which you have to choose once you're done 
naming your file.  (Note: upon selecting this, you will be asked if *insert 
name you chose here* is fine.  Yes on the left, no on the right...) 

*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~* 
| THANKS                        | 
*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~* 
Big ups to Ranmaje328 and oldskoolgamer101, because if they didn't ask... 
this wouldn't be here! 

*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~* 
| CONTACT                       | 
*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~* 
Please don't use this FAQ without permission.  I'm not stingy, I just like to 
know where these things go.  Basically, if it's not altered, I'll allow it.  So 
don't be a jerk, just drop me a note! :)  I'll also be taking questions at this 
e-mail, if anyone has any.  Thanks for reading! 

E-mail: 
jessica@static-x.zzn.com 
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